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Letter of 24 September 2012 from Klaus-Heiner Lehne, Chair of the Conference of Committee 
Chairs to Carlo Casini, Chair of the Committee on Constitutional Affairs

Translation

Brussels, 9 December 2011

Dear Mr Casini,

At its meeting on 16 November 2011, the Conference of Committee Chairs considered the 
application of the consent procedure within Parliament and took note, in particular, that the practices 
established by parliamentary committees vary considerably. This variety mostly concerns the 
admissibility and the scope of recitals and amendments - especially when they aim at providing 
better reasoning behind Parliament's decisions.

The Conference of Committee Chairs, therefore, mandated me to invite the Committee on 
Constitutional Affairs to review the relevant Rules of Parliament's Rules of Procedure with a view to 
clarifying the consent procedures and making them more transparent and possibly more effective. 

In particular, the following questions could be taken into consideration by your Committee:

1. In the light of the Rules of Procedure, does a general principle exist whereby the rejection of 
a proposal to consent to an act is tantamount to the adoption of the contrary decision? Or, 
should any rejection require - as a general rule - the adoption of a text actually rejecting the 
proposed act? Should this question be answered in the affirmative, the Rules of Procedure 
should allow amendments both to the committee's recommendation to plenary and to the 
plenary decision itself. 

2. Although Parliament's consent (or its refusal to consent) is not a final act under the terms of 
Article 296 TFEU, so that Parliament is obliged to state the reasons of its decision, should 
the Rules of Procedure allow explanatory recitals nevertheless? 
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3. Do the existing Rules on the consent procedure (especially Rules 74g, 81 and 90) allow for a 
different practice between the plenary and the committee stage as regards the admissibility of 
amendments? In particular and regardless of the stage it applies to, does Rule 81(1) in its 
present wording exclude both amendments to the proposed act (legislative proposal, 
international agreement etc.) and to the text containing Parliament's decision to consent or to 
decline to consent? Or does Rule 81 rather refer to the proposed act only?

4. Is it desirable to establish a Rule on the content of the recommendation to Plenary mentioned 
in Rule 81(1)? If established, such new Rule should take into consideration that different 
types of acts (legislative proposals, international agreements etc.) are covered by the consent 
procedure.

The Conference of Committee Chairs will be pleased to invite you, at your best convenience, to 
report back on your Committee's follow-up to the above issues.

(Closing formula and signature)


